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We have several advantages to offer our clients, but
the most important is our safety culture and high
performance. Our people make the difference.

Employee Development through Technical and HSE training
In May we held a meeting to discuss a training approach for
Employee Development through technical and HSE training for
2018/2019. We decided for the Initial Approach for 2018 Technical
and Safety Training we are going to have multiple phases.
Phase 1 | Duration: 30 Days | Estimated Completion: June 15th
• SharePoint folders containing required documentation, etc.
• Training Tracker
–– The Safety Tracker and Mechanical Tracker are similar
with the exception of topics.
–– As an example, here is the Service Tech layout for the
Mechanical Tracker:
>> Level 1: 13 sections; all basic mechanical knowledge;
identify use and care of tools, basic math, perform
preventative and predictive maintenance, etc.
>> Level 2: 17 sections; starts drilling down a little deeper;
factors effecting combustion, operate maintain and
troubleshoot gas engines, operate maintain and
troubleshoot starting systems, etc.
>> Level 3 and 4: more in-depth and specific.

• Assessments
–– All Operation Managers and Lead Techs will complete a
Resume and take the Assessment, if this has not already
been completed.
–– Pepe and Mitch will review and score the Assessments as
they come in. The results will be shared individually.
Phase 2 | Duration: TBD | Estimated Completion: Q4 2018
• Employee Development Plan
–– Scheduling topics and classes around current work as
well as In addition to the Make Ready Shops, We can take
advantage of our Valve Repair shops, Engine Overhaul
shops and Machine shops in the future. Making a more
proficient and well-rounded employee.
• On the Job Training
–– Due to head count and our current work load, we will be
utilize the work going on to capture any required training
in our shops and the field, (OJT) maintaining productivity/
minimizing interruption in the work flow.

WTI CRUDE AND NATURAL GAS PRICES
$2.90
as of 07.01.18
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$73.22
as of 07.01.18

Welcome Recruiting Support
Tom Kernan joined the Arkos team in March of this year. Although he is new to our team, he has worked in the Oil and
Gas industry for over 35 years. Upon graduation from college, Tom started his career with Ingersoll-Rand as a Machinist.
He then progressed from Sales Engineering Intern to Aftermarket Account Manager for West Texas and Gulf Coast to
Business Development Manager Field Services role for Dresser Rand. In 1998, he developed a staffing company focused
on Mid-Stream, Downstream, and Power Generation. Since 2008 he focused primarily on the human capital market,
holding varying positions at nationwide Staffing Companies, including AVP, Branch Manager, General Manager, and
International Recruiting and Service Manager.
“High Touch is better than High Tech” says Tom, when working with potential applicants. “Here at Arkos, with trust in our
Operations leadership team, the hiring pyramid is bottom driven with a safe work collaboration, respecting people and
giving them autonomy. Our goal is to capitalize on the ever tightening labor market swing being proactive not reactive,
and building a talent pipeline of internal and external opportunities for future growth.”

FITNESS CHALLENGE
The Arkos Walkingspree Fitness Challenge is about 90 days in now.
Congratulations to all employees who have completed your Cigna
Online Health Assessment and Wellness Exam. You will continue to
receive your $50.00 Wellness Credit ($23.08 per pay period). We have
successfully handed out all sixty Fitbits, and encourage all employees
to participate in the Arkos Walkingspree Fitness Challenge. You can
participate by using your own device, including your mobile devices
health app, and smart watch.
For more info on the Wellness Program, including instructions and forms
• Visit SharePoint > Human Resources > Wellness Program
• Contact HR at 832-783-5421 or humanresources@arkos.com
• Reach out to your local office manager for assistance.

JOIN TEAM ARKOS
So far we have completed 4 Challenges, as a team, starting in Kilgore,
TX to Houma, LA, to New Iberia, LA to New Iberia to Houston to Waller,
TX. Here is our current Arkos Walkingspree Fitness Challenge route:
from Waller, TX to Three Rivers, TX. Join the Arkos Walkingspree Team
today and help us get to our destination.

VITAL HEALTH INFORMATION
Three ways to take control of your anxiety
Everyone goes through times in life when anxiety runs high, but hopefully there
are moments when you’re able to kick back and fully relax. If anxiety seems to
be constant and gets in the way of your life, you may want to explore options
for treatment.
• See your Health Care Provider – Talk Therapy teaches you to identify
unhealthy thoughts that create anxiety and replace with positive ones.
Anti-anxiety medications, antidepressants, and beta-blockers may help
manage symptoms.
• Arm yourself with strategies – more exercise, find ways to relax (Yoga, etc.),
skip the caffeine, etc.
• Connect with others for support – opening up to friends and family can be
effective way to relieve anxiety!

Top 3 Walkers
Ryan Schafer
Edward Weglarz
Jacki Strack
Arkos Total Steps
1,006,444
Total Walkers
33
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ASKING “WHAT IF”
One of the most important tools in our
employee’s toolbox is the Job Safety Analysis
(JSA). This tool is used to identify the primary
job task, job steps, job hazards, and hazard
mitigation/controls. Much like any other
tools, if it’s not used correctly or to the best of
your skills/knowledge, it could cause injuries,
equipment damage/failure, or environmental
incidents. Over the past few months,
Arkos’ HSE department has begun a JSA
improvement project focusing on improving
the overall quality of our JSAs. The last few
monthly safety meeting topics covered were
JSA training, JSA Flow Chart, and review of
incident JSAs. After identifying the primary job
task, there are three major steps employees
must go through to complete quality JSAs.
Employees will have to identify:

•
•
•

Job steps to complete primary job task,
Hazards associated with job steps,
equipment, environment and
Hazard mitigation(s) and/or control(s)

Employees should use their skills, knowledge,
and work experience to develop quality
JSAs that will keep employees from
being injured, equipment damage, and
environmental incidents. Continuing with
our JSA improvement project We want to
introduce another hazard analysis process
employees can use alongside the JSA called
the “What-If” analysis. The flexibility of the
What-If Analysis approach allows it to be
applied to almost any operation, process, or
activity, either existing or planned. It can be
applied to routine and non-routine activities,
maintenance and service work. The primary
objective of the What-If methodology is to
identify and analyze:

•
•
•
•

Major hazards and hazardous exposures
Hazardous situations
Specific event sequence producing
undesirable consequences,
Needed controls and mitigations to
eliminate and/or minimize hazards.

Using a modified Non-Structured WhatIf analysis process in conjunction with the
JSA will help employees identify What-If
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situations. Examples of What-If situations:

•
•
•
•
•

Failure to follow procedures or
procedures followed incorrectly
Procedures incorrect or latest procedures
not used
Equipment/tool failure
External influences such as weather, fire/
explosion, simultaneous operations
Exposure to hazards and hazardous
substances

In a What-If analysis, employees will use
brainstorming techniques, in the form of
What-If questions used to identify possible
hazards. After asking and answering WhatIf questions the employee will be able to
develop actions to mitigate and/or minimize
effects of hazardous scenarios. What-If
analysis questions should be asked to identify
hazards of human factors, equipment/tools,
and personal protection. Human errors can
occur regardless of training and experience.
Human error factors may drive consideration
of engineering controls, SOPs, and PPE. Below
are examples of What-If questions, along
with actions to eliminate/minimize hazards.
Employees should use these questions
and develop additional What-If questions
if needed during the job planning or JSA
process. Asking the right What-If questions
can prevent minor hazardous situations from
turning into major events injuring Arkos’
employee, equipment, customers, customer
equipment, and/or reputation.

•
•
•

Equipment/Tool What-If Questions:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

What if the valves(s) are opened (or
closed) in the wrong sequence? (Always
follow written procedures when not
familiar with tools or equipment)
What if the compressor has not been
blown down or purged correctly? (Follow
the compressor shutdown checklist/
procedures)
What if a step in the LOTO procedure
was missed? (Walk through and double
check LOTO steps with LOTO written
procedure)
What if there is an ignition source in

What if there is a crane failure? (Keep
workers out from under suspended load
and boom, complete pre-use inspection)
What if the vessel over pressured?
(Ensure PSVs are not blocked and in good
working condition)
What if the lifting cable fails on the truck
crane? (Complete pre-use inspection,
know working load limits and the weight
of object being lifted)
What if the wrench breaks? Will I contact
objects or equipment causing injury?
(Inspect tools prior to use, use proper
body positioning)
What if the forklift hydraulics fail?
(Complete the daily inspection, keep
workers out from under load, use a
spotter when necessary)

Personal Protection:

•

Human Factor What-If Questions:

•

the classified area? (Initiate a Hot Work
Permit)
What if the load being lifted falls? (Ensure
you and others are not under lifted loads
and have a safe way out)
What if the wrench slips? Will I contact
object or equipment? (Use proper body
positioning and hand placement)
What if a co-worker is injured? (Know
emergency phone numbers, nearest
clinic, have a plan for getting help.)

•
•
•
•

What if body parts come into contact
with hazardous substances? (Consider
first aid measures from SDS)
What if there is flying debris when
grinding on a part? (Wear safety glasses,
face shield, and be aware of body position
to keep debris from getting under shield.)
What if a co-worker is exposed to
hazardous gas or chemicals? (Emergency
action plan may be needed)
What if a co-worker is suffering from
heat illness? (Have employee moved to
shaded area and cool down with water
and A/C from vehicle.)
What if SCBA runs out of breathing air?
(Have an emergency escape pack on your
person ready to use)

$500 CONTEST WINNER ANNOUNCED
Thank you to everyone who participated in our contest by submitting examples of how they
have witnessed or experienced complacency in the workplace. Our winner is:

ERIK GARCIA
HOUMA OILMAN’S FISHING INVITATIONAL
HOUMA, LA | MAY 2018

This year the HOFI celebrated their 25th anniversary with
approximately 3000 participants. This is a great event for Arkos to
expand its partnership with customers while enjoying some of the
best fishing in the world. Over the past 25 years the tournament
has provided much needed funds to local and national charities
through donations, sales, auctions, raffles, and tournament fees.

EASTERN GAS COMPRESSION ROUNDTABLE
PITTSBURGH, PA | MAY 2018

The primary purpose of the EGCR is to provide the Natural
Gas Industry with cost effective training programs focusing on
engine and compressor maintenance. The goal of the conference
is to meet the needs of industry groups closely involved with
Compressor Stations, Marcellus Shale, Utica Shale, Antrim Shale
and other associated areas of oil and gas development.

DUG | PERMIAN BASIN

FORT WORTH, TX | MAY 2018

The Permian Basin produces between 500,000 - 1 million bbl/d of
crude oil. Numerous pipeline new-builds and expansion projects
underway should alleviate the existing bottleneck, opening up
more takeaway capacity. This conference explores what’s working
for producers and more as top industry experts and analysts join
the region’s most active producers, service and supply companies.

WILLIAMS CLAY SHOOT

MIDDLEBURY CENTER, PA | MAY 2018

Arkos participated in the Williams “Clays for the Cause” Sporting
Clay Shoot. All of the proceeds went to benefit the United Way
of Bradford County and the Southern Tier of NY. There were two
(2) flights of 32 teams participating in this event. The attendance
was a full event which provided the opportunity for everyone to
network and meet many of the Williams representatives on site.
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HEAT ILLNESS PREVENTION
Every year, thousands more become ill while
working in extreme heat or humid conditions. More
than 40% of heat related worker deaths occur in
the construction industry, but workers in every field
are susceptible. There are a range of heat illnesses
that can affect anyone, regardless of age or physical
condition.
Your body cools itself by sweating; however, if the
heat in your body rises too high, your body cannot
cool itself. This can occur when you’re doing physical
labor, wearing gear, in the sun too long, or a mixture
of all these examples.

Know the Risks

What can you do?

Medical Attention

Environmental risk factors are the working
conditions that create the possibility that heat
illness may occur.

Acclimatization

Heat illness can start with a headache, muscle
cramps, and unusual fatigue. If you feel any of
these symptoms, get out of the heat and tell
your supervisor.

Some things that can heat your body:
· Air temperature
· Radiant heat
· Air movement
· Conductive heat sources
Some things that can limit how well your body
can sweat and cool itself:
· High relative humidity
· Limited air movement
· Protective clothing and equipment that
does not “breathe”
Metabolic heat adds to your heat burden
depending on:
· How hard you’re working in the heat
· If you are using personal protective
equipment
Personal risk factors are your characteristics
that may increase your risk for heat illness:
· Younger people are less susceptible
· People in good health have less risk
· Alcohol, caffeine, and soft drinks increase
risk of dehydration
· Water consumption lessens the risk
· Certain prescriptions can affect the body’s
water retention or have other effects
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People need time for their bodies to adjust to
working in heat – to acclimate. Usually, the
first few days of hot weather are the worst,
and then the body begins to adjust. You
should be especially careful for the first 4 to
10 days, limiting work in the heat to 2 hours
at first and increasing the time gradually or
working during cooler hours. This is really
important at the beginning of the hot season,
if you’ve been away from work for a while (out
sick, on vacation, etc.), or if you’ve just moved
from a cooler area. Be especially careful
during heat waves, and be sure to report any
sign of illness to your supervisor.

Water

It is important that you drink water opposed
to coffee, tea, or soft drinks. If you’re working
in the heat, you’ll need 3 to 4 glasses of water
per hour to replace water lost to sweat. Be
sure to start at the beginning of your shift,
and don’t wait until you’re thirsty. By this
point, you may already be dehydrated.

Preventative Recovery Period

Get out of the sun if needed. Take breaks in
cooler, shaded areas for at least five minutes.
This “preventative recovery period” allow you
to cool off and to drink some water to hydrate
yourself.

Remember, heat illness can come on suddenly
and quickly. You need to watch out for your
coworkers as well because they may not be
able to help themselves. Signs of serious heat
illness include:
· Unusual behavior
· Nausea/vomiting
· Weakness
· Rapid pulse
· Excessive sweating or hot dry skin
· Seizures
· Fainting or loss of consciousness
Any of these symptoms require immediate
attention, and if you notice a coworker with
these symptoms get him or her out of the sun
immediately and notify your supervisor.

Spotlighting Regions and Districts
Working to Meet KPI Targets
Arkos rolled out HSE Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for 2018. KPIs are measurable
values that demonstrates how effectively Arkos is achieving key HSE performance
objectives. Arkos HSE KPIs focus on both lagging and leading indicators. Arkos uses
KPIs at two levels to evaluate its success at reaching agreed upon HSE targets. Highlevel KPIs focus on Arkos’ overall annual performance, while Low-level quarterly KPIs
focus on HSE training and monthly safety meeting attendance/participation at the
region/district level. Arkos feels quarterly KPIs will help increase awareness at the
local levels, in turn helping the overall annual KPI objectives.
Annual KPI Targets:
Lagging Indicators:
• TRIR: < .65
• Preventable Vehicle Accidents: < 5
Leading Indicators:
• Near Miss Reporting: > 18
• BBSO Count and employee participation: > 550 card count and > 65 %
participation
Quarterly KPI Targets:
District HSE Training compliance according to their HSE training matrix: > 90%
District monthly safety meeting attendance: > 80%
We would like to recognize employees who’s participation in our Behavior Based
Safety Observation (BBSO) program are helping Arkos reach its annual BBSO KPI
targets.

The Mid-Con Region
has submitted 144
BBSO cards so
far, contributing
to 26% of the
annual BBSO KPI
of 550 observation
card target. These
are the top 25
employees who
are participating
in Arkos BBSO
program and
contributing 31%
to the annual KPI
target.
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IN OUR EMPLOYEE’S WORDS
“I’ve been working at Arkos for over six years and
was originally hired as an Administrative Assistant.
After just a little over two years, I was promoted
to Office Manager and I am very thankful for the
opportunities and experience Arkos has provided.
Of all of the things I love most about Arkos, I would
have to say that, unlike many corporations, at Arkos
you are just not a number, you are a person with a
name. I am honored to go to work every day for such
an awesome company, as well as, have an amazing
boss to report to.”

WELCOME TO THE
A R KO S T E A M
CORPORATE
Courtney Boren

HR/Payroll Assistant

Joshua Abraham

Sr. Accountant

EL RENO, OK
Lance Hetzel

Buyer

HOUMA, LA
David Colvin

Machinist

Dustin Littlejohn

Service Technician II

Nicholas Boudreaux

Machinist

MIDLAND, TX

Sally Rodriguez
Office Manager | Three Rivers, Texas

Jason Hernandez

Warehouse Attendant

NEW IBERIA, LA
Adam Joubert

Engineer

Cameron Comeaux

Service Technician -Trainee

Jeremy Atchinson

Service Technician I

Joshua Frost

Service Technician -Trainee

Mark Buffington

Service Technician I

TJ Murray

Lead Service Tech

ODESSA, TX
Caleb Repman

Service Technician

Phillip Waldron

Machinist

Sonny R. Williams

Valve Shop /Parts Coordinator

THREE RIVERS, TX
Eddie Trevino

Service Technician III

WALLER, TX

Have suggestions for the next newsletter?
We would love to hear from you!
Email your ideas to scriddle@arkos.com

Melinda Carrell

Materials Manager

Michael Smith

Shop Foreman

WILLISTON, ND
Richard Dobbs

Lead Service Tech - Rotator

Billy Mooty

Lead Service Tech - Rotator

Ron Ruloph

Lead Service Tech - Rotator

